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Personal data rights and privacy regulations are here. The 

definition of personal information is being rewritten. And 

new strategies for ensuring and operationalizing compliance 

are emerging. 

Common across emerging privacy regulations around the globe is a consistent focus on, 

and requirement for, personal data rights. These new regulations—enacted in the wake of 

the European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and including the 

California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)—introduce a set of requirements that redefine how 

personal information is collected, stored, processed—and most critically how enterprises 

account for it.

Far-reaching Impacts to Corporations

The possible impact of these regulations on companies ranges from fines for not complying 

with breach-notification and data-subject-access requests to significant civil liability and 

loss of brand equity. 

Perhaps the most significant challenge posed by the new regulations is the enhanced 

focus on corporate accountability for personal information. Today, personal data resides 

in numerous locations and data sources at a scale that was unimaginable in 2006 when 

the current generation of data discovery technologies emerged. Back then, companies 

worried about finding very well defined things like credit card numbers in unstructured 

files and email to answer for PCI.

Introduction

Non-compliant companies face fines, civil liability, 

and loss of brand equity
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Today, companies care about finding contextually personal information across unstructured, 

semi-structured, Big Data, cloud, noSQL and more to solve for privacy regulations like

GDPR and CCPA. New regulatory imperatives require new thinking and new technology.

Data Discovery for Privacy Requires New Thinking;

New Technology

The foundation for meeting the new privacy protection mandates is comprehensive data 

discovery that relies on advanced machine learning to determine both what data an 

organization has and whose data it collects and processes. 

It’s no longer sufficient to rely on manual surveys, metadata tagging, or PCI-era discovery 

tools. Knowing the identity or people context of data is a critical foundation for knowing 

whether data is identity information and to whom it belongs. 

Without this foundation, organizations cannot effectively automate at scale privacy activities 

and reporting to regulators and individuals. 

This guide examines the current and emerging landscape for privacy-centric data discovery 

and presents key criteria for choosing an identity-aware data-discovery solution that can also 

automate privacy operations like the right to access, delete or correct an individual’s data.
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The motivation for data discovery is evolving as is the data 

landscape companies need to support. PCI-era technologies 

can’t address the data governance and protection 

requirements brought forth by CCPA and GDPR.

Traditionally, organizations have relied on several methods to discover data. Core data 

discovery capabilities were delivered by security tools that rely on classification to find 

PII like credit cards numbers in file shares. 

PCI-era Data Discovery is Outdated

Yesterday’s “first wave” of data discovery tools were designed for regulations such as 

PCI-DSS. These classification-based data discovery and protection tools were primarily 

developed to find a specific set of data types like credit card numbers. 

While these tools can identify certain types of data using a regular expression, they cannot 

classify contextual data, cannot look across a modern data landscape, and cannot identify 

whose data an organization collects. These PCI-era tools were not designed to look for 

contextual PI, correlate by person or look across a modern data landscape.

Under CCPA and GDPR, individuals have a right to their data. This data could be anything 

about them, or by them, and can include not explicitly personal information or PI—like 

IP address, GPS coordinates, preferences, gender, religion, birthday, or almost anything 

that can be contextually descriptive. While some of this information cannot be readily 

encapsulated in a regular expression, even data that can easily be identified by its pattern 

or content may lack any context that it is personal.

What Mattered Yesterday 
is Insufficient Today
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For instance, a regular expression query can return a list of GPS codes but can’t tell you 

who the codes are associated with. In other cases, classification tools can pick out the word 

“female” but can’t determine if a particular instance of that word is describing a specific 

person or being used as a generic pronoun. 

But to satisfy CCPA and GDPR individual data rights companies now need to know what data 

is personal and to whom it belongs. This requires a new approach to discovery that relies 

on machine learning to accurately identify contextually sensitive data across all modern 

data stores. Without that dimension, enterprises cannot address data access rights; and 

even more critically, can’t adequately account for how they are using and safeguarding 

personal information.

Metadata Is Not Enough

While PCI-era classification based tools lack the ability to find PI, correlate by identity or 

span all data sources, alternative data governance approaches similarly lack the coverage 

or detail to answer privacy use cases like personal data rights.

In the data governance world, metadata catalogs have gained popularity as a way to 

categorize where data resides. However, metadata catalogs rely on human metadata labels 

to categorize information. For the data sources where metadata exists, it is notoriously 

unreliable and inconsistent. Metadata lacks the detail to identify actual data elements or 

attribute values. Moreover, it cannot identify contextual PI, cannot correlate data back to a 

person, and cannot cover an entire data landscape as is required by the privacy regulations.

Companies need a new, machine-learning approach 

to data discovery to accurately identify data
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Beyond Surveys

In the privacy world, tasks like building a Privacy Impact Statement were predicated on a 

“data inventory” generated from a survey. Asking stakeholders where they collected and 

processed sensitive personal data was a common practice in privacy, that harkens back to 

the days when fewer types of data were collected in smaller volumes in a minimal number 

of data stores. As the types, volumes, and locations of data collection and processing have 

exploded, surveys and spreadsheets based on data recollections (vs data records) have 

proven to be poor facsimiles of actual data accounting. Surveys lack any attribution to a 

specific individual, cannot identify PI and lack sufficient detail and scope to make those 

inventories little more than theater. The data protection in GDPR requires knowledge of 

where data is located because it is impossible to protect what is undiscoverable. 

To thrive in the data privacy era, organizations need a comprehensive, automated and 

scalable approach to consistently discover, understand, and account for both PII and PI 

no matter which platforms store and process and the data.
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The privacy-centric approach to discovering, correlating, 

and protecting data enables comprehensive, accurate, and 

adaptable compliance and accountability. 

Common among the new regulations—EU GDPR, the California Consumer Privacy Act, Brazil’s 

LGPD, Singapore’s PDPA, and others across the globe—is that personal data or personal 

information must be protected. 

To address privacy protection and accountability on an individual basis, organizations 

must have the capability to identify whose data they have, where it resides, and how it is 

being used. 

New Regulations Redefine Personal Information (PI)

The CCPA statute makes the new definition of personal information quite clear:

“Personal Information” As defined in section 1798.140 of CCPA

(o) (1) “Personal information” means information that identifies, relates to, describes, is 

capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with 

a particular consumer or household.

What Matters Today 
Will Impact Tomorrow

Today, companies must know what data they 

have, whose data they have, how that data is 

used, and where it is stored
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The key phrase here is “capable of being associated with, or could be reasonably linked, 

directly or indirectly, with a consumer or a household.” This definition creates the potential 

for extremely broad legal interpretation around what constitutes personal information, 

holding that personal information is any data that could be linked with a California individual 

or household. 

Similar language exists in GDPR, LGPD, and emerging global privacy regulations. The 

notion of personal data under those regulations goes well beyond data that is obviously 

associated with an identity, such as name, birth date, or Social Security number, which is 

traditionally regarded as Personally Indefinable Information (PII). 

Ultimately, the requirement to also protect “indirect” information—such as cookies, website 

history, product preferences or geolocation data—is much more difficult to identify and 

connect with a person. Todays’ data discovery solutions need to be optimized to find and 

associate personal data in accordance with this expanded definition, which requires 

scanning of unprecedented amounts, sources, and types of data—in addition to the ability 

to correlate this back to an identity. 

Beyond Classification: Correlation is Essential

While accurate discovery of all PI throughout a corporation is the critical first step for 

complying with regulations such as GDPR and CCPA, the issue of correlating PI with an 

identity and classifying individual attributes introduces new complexities. The correlation 

of personal data to an individual is an essential component of being able to sustainably 

satisfy data subject access rights in these regulations, including the Right to be Forgotten, 

and delete specific datasets associated with an individual. 

In addition to the requirement to accurately and comprehensively account for an individual’s 

data, the regulations also mandate that organizations must respond to any data access 

request (including reports, deletion or modifications of data) within a defined timeline. 

The scale, distribution, and differences in how data are represented presents significant 

challenges to manually compiling responses and certainly honoring deletion requests 

within the defined timelines.
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In order to meet the requirements for speed and accuracy set 

forth by compliance mandates, corporations must choose a data-

discovery solution that ensures automation of fulfillment and 

provides accurate inventorying of data by individual and their 

associated attributes. An approach that employs correlation and 

ML-driven algorithms to automate the process of mapping of PI, 

establishing the relationship of data values to an individual, and 

the labeling and tagging of discovered attributes 

When evaluating data-discovery solutions’ correlation and 

classification capabilities, following capabilities should be 

considered: 

• ●Indexing of personal data by person or data subject at scale 

across the enterprise infrastructure

• ●Dynamically map personal data to deliver a complete and 

comprehensive inventory of personal information by person, 

data source and attribute

• ●Identify and score attribute classifications based on proximity, 

frequency and confidence levels

• ●Automatically apply file labels and data tags as new data 

sources and discovery findings are integrated into the inventory

• ●Classify datasets and correlated data values based on standard 

categories or based on a company’s own business glossary 

• ●Define configurable or customizable rules to automate 

metadata tagging

• ●Classify datasets and correlated data values based on standard 

categories or based on a company’s own business glossary 
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Finding Data Across Data Sources is Key to Compliance

Today data are no longer constrained to a single data source. Data can be housed in 

multiple locations in a range of data sources; it spreads and morphs. Today’s digital business 

keeps data in structured and unstructured sources, applications, cloud services, hybrid 

architectures, and more. 

With Big Data initiatives growing in size and scale across most organizations, ensuring 

data privacy has become more complex and requires even broader data support. Modern, 

privacy-centric data discovery solutions must simultaneously scan any across any data 

structure of decentralized data stores and applications without creating silos. 

Remember: the data discovery a corporation chooses to meet its privacy requirements and 

challenges will only be as good as the number of data sources it supports. 

Data Discovery Must be Scalable

In order to provide comprehensive data discovery at massive scale, a modern data discovery 

solution must be built on using a distributed, scalable architecture that does not compromise 

system resources or data security. It’s important the solution be built on an API-driven, 

microservices architecture that integrates seamlessly with your infrastructure. 

Perhaps the most important consideration is to choose technology that deliberately avoids 

copying, duplication or warehousing of data. Copying or moving data not only introduces 

new privacy compliance issues, since the approach is difficult to scale without massive 

investment in supporting infrastructure.

https://bigid.com/
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A fundamentally different approach to data discovery, 
correlation, and classification is needed to address the 
intensifying demands for data privacy and protection.

ML-Based Discovery Keeps Pace with Dynamic Data Environments

ML-Driven automation makes it possible to discover, correlate and classify personal 

information in today’s massive and complex data environments with the speed and accuracy 

required to meet privacy compliance mandates. 

However, not all ML-approaches are created equally, so it’s important to choose a data 

discovery solution that:

• Incorporates modern, flexible ML techniques and Natural Language Processing

• Has been proven in large customer environments

• Receives awards and accolades for innovation

• Allows for rapid calibration of classification output and confidence scoring 

• Incorporates the ability to score accuracy and update the model 

Identity-centric Indexing is Necessary in Diverse Data 

Environments

Even with ML discovery and classification approaches that are optimized for identifying 

high volumes of diverse data, data privacy regulations require that this data be put context 

to understand the relationship between data and individual.

Correlation based on data values helps an organization find all sensitive data because it is 

assessing how similar data values are to each other. With a set of highly correlated, highly 

identifiable attributes as the baseline, an ML-based approach can start to leverage context 

to determine how the data is related through classification and infer new attributes based 

on clues like proximity and frequency. 

What Should Matter to You Now
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An advanced data-discovery solution provides the ability to both match similar data within 

the same class based on ML analysis, and match connected data of different classes based 

on relevancy and connectedness, resolving all of the data to a unique identity. 

This integrated approach is vital for not only data access rights but also meeting data 

residency requirements, understanding the scope of privacy protection needs, identifying 

the data of minors, and pinpointing data associated with breaches.

In order to fully protect and recognize value from personal data, it is important for a discovery 

solution to catalog correlated and classified data by creating an inventory and registry of 

data sets across the enterprise. This catalog should map physical to logical data, integrate 

with business glossaries, and combine content and metadata to create a holistic view of 

enterprise data. The result is a fully indexed view of personal information that provides 

the foundation for fulfilling data subject access requests while gaining deeper insight into 

customer data to drive business innovation.

Broad Data Support is Vital to Meeting Privacy Requirements

Getting a global and consistent view of what data an organization has is essential to privacy 

protection mandates. 

Any data discovery solution chosen to meet corporate privacy challenges will only be as good 

as the number and diversity of data sources it supports. When evaluating data discovery 

solutions, it’s therefore important to remember key data source criteria including: 

• Out of the box support for scanning structured and unstructured data sources 

including relational databases, unstructured file shares, email, logs, big data 

repositories, business applications (legacy and SaaS), data warehouses, mainframe, 

cloud-based services, and middleware

• Scalable, flexible discovery of data across cloud, data center, and hybrid enterprise 

data environments

• No language dependencies and support for natural language query

• Ability to augment coverage and support custom apps through REST APIs and 

connector SDK

https://bigid.com/
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Modern Data Discovery Architecture Ensures 

Seamless Integration

In order to provide comprehensive data discovery at massive scale, a 

modern data discovery solution must be built on using a distributed, 

scalable architecture that does not demand massive system resources 

or jeopardize data security. It’s important to look for a solution that 

leverages modern design, deployment, and management technologies 

to seamlessly integrate with your enterprise architecture strategy. 

By decoupling each functional component, including reporting 

interfaces, organizations can distribute and scale each function to 

support tens of petabytes of data while ensuring availability and 

performance. 

In addition, to scale concerns, communication via Rest APIs over 

HTTPS is critical to:

• Ensure that no data is transmitted beyond a network

• Clustering and automated provisioning 

• Minimal impact on system resources throughout the enterprise

Perhaps the most important consideration in a data discovery solution 

is to choose technology that deliberately avoids copying, duplication 

or warehousing of data. 

• By indexing data without moving it, you can avoid the cost, 

complexity and insecurity inherent in creating yet another data 

warehouse

• By adopting an approach built on a navigable index of pointers to 

personal data stored inside the enterprise, data remains where it 

was intended thus avoiding unnecessary sprawl and the creation 

of a high-risk environment
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Solving the challenges associated with data discovery for privacy and personal data has 

multiple dimensions. It’s imperative that organizations partner with a solution provider 

that has been recognized for innovation, maintains significant investments in R&D, is well 

capitalized to drive growth and innovation, and supports a broad technology ecosystem.

Also, since the impact of privacy regulations can have repercussions for data management, 

data governance, information security as well as compliance teams, it’s imperative that 

the solution provider have strong relationships with implementation partners who have 

the expertise to utilize the technology as a pivotal component in solving the enterprise’s 

corporate strategic challenges. 

Privacy compliance can’t be an isolated activity and can often impact multiple stakeholders 

who need to be able to have an authoritative source on what is personal information, where 

it is stored and how it can be utilized. 

Choose a partner whose technology is running in large, complex customer environments 

to address data privacy requirements and has established relationships with leading global 

consultants to ensure that the technology fit is right, and can be applied to the customer’s 

unique data landscape. 

Also, look to a partner that has a demonstrated 

willingness to serve a broader set of stakeholders 

and reinforce the value of technology investments. 

Remember: the value of the insight gained through 

data discovery increases exponentially when it 

can be extensible to privacy, security, and data 

governance solutions.

Choosing the Right 
Data Discovery Partner
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Partner with BigID

BigID pioneered the concept of privacy-based discovery and correlation for modern privacy 

regulations such as GDPR and CCPA. Using advanced machine learning and identity 

correlation, BigID’s patent pending technology redefines how personal information is 

found, inventoried, and mapped for a new era of privacy use rights and regulations.

Using BigID, corporations can automatically scan almost any data store and application in 

the organization at Petabyte-scale to deliver consistent, granular and accurate visibility 

of personal information. 

BigID is designed to address the complexity and uniqueness of customer’s data landscape 

and infrastructure as well ensure scalability in other dimensions:

• Deploy a small footprint Docker image in any data center or cloud like AWS and Azure 

that utilizes a modern multi-services architecture for scanning, correlation and analysis 

• Scale to billions of identities across thousands of systems - both structured, unstructured 

and everything in between through indexing of data values 

• Automate and sustain privacy objectives with minimal infrastructure demands since 

BigID does not build a data warehouse to analyze the data it indexes

Perhaps most importantly, by working with BigID, corporations don’t have to choose between 

classification and correlation. They get both, plus a comprehensive means to catalog data 

for easier management and governance.
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The BigID platform’s unparallelled data source 

support for scanning, discovery and ML-driven 

classif ication reflects the range, complexity 

and diversity of data sources of our customers’ 

environments – from on-premises mainframes to 

data lakes running in the cloud. No other discovery 

solution can discover and correlate data from such 

a broad range of data sources – including structured 

and unstructured data, applications, and databases 

residing in the data center or the cloud.

Because BigID can query all connected data sources 

by specific individual and supports discovery across 

Hadoop, Snowflake, AWS EMR, SAP HANA, Cassandra 

or MongoDB Atlas, among other repositories, 

BigID has the unique capability to provide ongoing 

assurance of data deletion – on top of the ability to 

identify what data must be deleted where to satisfy 

the initial data deletion request.

For a complete list of data sources visit: 

bigid.com/data-coverage
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Protecting personal data has never been simple. And with privacy regulations like GDPR 

and CCPA now becoming a reality, the cost of not dealing with the complexity of personal 

data protection can no longer be ignored. 

With data-privacy considerations increasingly impacting how corporations collect and 

process personal and personally identifiable data, it is clear that the same reality now 

applies to protecting the privacy of personal data—you can only protect PI and PII if you can 

find it and account for it. BigID is designed to deliver the foundation for both understanding 

data based on whose data it is, as well enable operationalization of core compliance 

requirements, including data access rights. 

The inability to understand identity context as an integral component of data makes 

yesterday’s data discovery tools insufficient for addressing today’s privacy challenges. 

What is needed is a fundamentally different approach to data discovery to build an privacy-

centric approach to finding and understanding data—because privacy is fundamentally 

about protecting a person’s data. 

Get to know BigID. We’ll help you find, classify, correlate, and protect your organization’s 

personal information to ensure compliance with current and emerging global privacy 

regulations.

To schedule a demo please visit BigID.com/demo

Conclusion: You Can Only 
Protect What You Can Find
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